Folk Singer Gets Job and Partner

By STEEL SIMMONS

Mary Ann Tomes, 18, and Bob Simpson, 28, Young folks performing at The Raven

MARY ANN TOMES, 18, AND BOB SIMPSON, 28, Young folks performing at The Raven

School of the Arts and Crafts in artist settings, is in advertising design.

The copy of the song "Up to the Minute" was written by Bob Simpson, who was a member of the music club at The Raven. He is a sophomore at Columbia University and is majoring in music.

Up to the Minute

A conversation piece for Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Core, 2325
Manchester, Birmingham, is their Minute Man print. Mrs. Core, who works for the firm, ordered the framed picture from a stockroom where it had been stored for many years. According to the magazine, it had been donated to the museum May 6, 1948, by George H. Mitchell and Almira Whitcomb, founders of The Birmingham Museum. Core said the picture is a reproduction of the Minute Man statue and has no monetary value. "We used wallpaper crew on the print, and it's still in its old oak frame," he reported.

Artists Tell of Visit to India

By ELIZABETH ANNE LOYN Special Writer

What is the meaning of the Indian concept of "spiritualism"? What is the role of the guru in the lives of his students? How are artists and craftsmen treated in India? These are some of the questions that were answered by artists and craftsmen who recently returned from a trip to India. The trip was sponsored by the American Federation of Arts, a group that promotes the arts in the United States.

Players Plan "Pim Passes" Performance

"Pim Passes" is a play that is based on the life of an Arab. The play is set in the Middle East and is about the life of a young Arab who is forced to leave his village and travel to the city to find work. The play is performed by a group of actors who are all from the Middle East.

Science Lessons Are Offered for Adults, Children

New science programs for adults and children are being offered by the University of Michigan. The programs are designed to help people learn about science in a fun and engaging way.
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NOW in Birmingham-Bloomfield Area

MICHIGAN BANK

gives you the solid protection of bank safety...

PLUS

% INTEREST

ON REGULAR SAVINGS

Regular Passbook Accounts with withdrawal privileges...

no minimum balance or certificates required. 4% paid on amounts on deposit 12 months, 3% paid on deposits of less than 12 months. Interest compounded 4 times a year.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

VISIT OUR BIRMINGHAM-BLOOMFIELD OFFICE AT MAPLE AND LAHERS ROADS

a few of the many savings and loan institutions servicing residents in this area. For further information regarding these services, please contact the nearest bank or savings institution.